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Dinos 
to Dinner!

Open Doors
-Cage Flight 

Plants  
Give

Shape Math

Swim Up,
The Waterfall

Tad's Tale
- Life Changes

Wing Ways
-Self Control

With these stories, we:
care for ourselves;

and share with others.
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Share easy dinosaur  
science for early learners.

Learn about Dinos

Dinos to Dinner



 What if 
Dinosaurs come  

to my home  
for Dinner?

vi

This book is dedicated to Grandson, Jaxon.
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“Oi!  No toys at the table. 
It is time for dinner,” 

Mom says.

Dinos to Dinner
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“Dinos are amazing! 
I wish dinosaurs could 

come to my 
house for dinner.” 

Dinos to Dinner
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Suddenly!  Funky Fairy appears! 
 “Well!  I can help.  We will have 
to do this outside.  Remember, 

some dinos eat plants for dinner. 
Some dinos eat meat!" 

Poof! 

Dinos to Dinner
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Funky Fairy waves her  
magic wand.  Dinos appear.

Excitedly Jax exclaims, “Oh my gosh!  
Can you see that over there?” 

Dinos to Dinner
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Jax runs and stands next to one 
of his favorite dinos!  Wow! 
It is Steg, the Stegosaurus.

Steg, Stegosaurus 

Dinos to Dinner



Jax asks, “What does Steg  
like for dinner?”  Funky replies, 
“Steg eats plants like these.” 

6

“Steg, and dinos  like her, are  
called plant eaters or herbivores.”

Dinos to Dinner



Why do they need armor? 
Later, we will see why. 

7

Steg is like a dinosaur knight. 
Stegosaurs have armor like 

plates on their backs. 

Dinos to Dinner



Wow!  With a pronto `Poof` 
from Funky, Bronto the 
Brontosaurus appears.

8

Bronto, Brontosaurus 

`Poof`

Dinos to Dinner



Yup!  Brontosaurs eat lots of plants.

9

Bronto is BIG but he is  
gentle and nice!  What does  
Bronto eat for dinner?  Yup!  

Brontosaurs eat lots of plants.

Dinos to Dinner



Brontos are one of the  
biggest dinos. Brontos  

can weigh as much as 15 cars. 
Brontos have strong legs.

10

Notice his long neck  
to help him eat tall plants.

Dinos to Dinner
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Try, Triceratops 

Next, Try, the triceratops 
appears.  Try has three horns.

Try, like her name, likes to try new things.

Dinos to Dinner
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Jax thinks of his Mum trying  
to get him to eat veggies.

Try eats plants, even the ones  
her Mum said are good for her. 

Dinos to Dinner
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Try sees her sister  
hatch from an egg.

Aha!   Dinos come from eggs! 

Dinos to Dinner
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Funky yells, 
“Magic	Selfie	time!”

14Dinos to Dinner
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Funky reminds us.  "Remember,  
some dinos are meat eaters!"

Next, serious Funky  
waves her wand!  Suddenly,  

Personal Protective Equipment 
called PPE, appears. 

Dinos to Dinner

PPE
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T-Rex, Tyranosaurus 
Next, they see T-Rex,  

chasing after duck-billed  
dinosaurs for a fast food dinner.

T-Rex is a meat eater or carnivore.   
Bit gory that, but true.

Dinos to Dinner
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Tyranosaurus Rex means king of  
the terrible tyrant dinos.  Jax looks  
at T-Rex and the big, sharp teeth! 

Jax is thankful for the PPE. 
Jax thinks that this dino will 
have to eat dinner by himself.

T-Rex has 
short but  
strong arms.

Dinos to Dinner



Next, we see another meat eater! 
Wow!  Rap the Raptor appears.

18

Rap, Raptor 

Dinos to Dinner
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Rap sings in loud squeaky voice, 
“Let`s do the Raptor Rap! 

Yo, Yo, You Know! 
I’m	a	good	hunter.		I	like	to	eat	meat.	 
I	sure	am	glad,	that	we	don’t	meet.	 

Or I just might munch on your feet!”

Now you know why Steg has plates.  Armor  
protects plant eaters from meat eater dinos.

Dinos to Dinner
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Raptors run fast!  They have  
sharp teeth and claws.  Raptors  
like to hunt together in groups. 

Good for the Raptors. 
Not so good for ones they catch. 

Raptors like fast food too!

Igu
and

on

Dinos to Dinner
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In the past, dinos lived on earth. 
But long ago, something big happened.  

It killed off all the dinos. 

This is why, today  
there are no dinosaurs. 

Over 60 million years ago. 

Dinos to Dinner



Jax	asks,	“So	if	dinos	don’t	
live today, how do we know 

about dinosaurs?” 

22Dinos to Dinner
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Funky replies, “Excellent question! 
People	find	dino	bones	that	 
over time have turned into  

rocks.  They are called fossils!” 

“Fossils are why we know about dinosaurs!” 

Dinos to Dinner
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Today, lizards and other  
reptiles and maybe even birds  

are distant cousins to the dinos.” 

Dinos to Dinner



Funky looks at her watch. “UH! OH! 
“We need to hurry.  At the same  

time as dinos lived on land...

25 Dinos to Dinner



These creatures lived in the seas!" 

Pliosaur

Ichthyosaur

ammonite

26Dinos to Dinner



Pliosaurs	ate	fish,	 
sharks and Ichthyosaurs.

27

Pliosaur Fossil

Pliosaur

Dinos to Dinner



Ichthyosaurs ate  
fish	and	ammonites.

28

Ichthyosaur Fossil

Ichthyosaur

Dinos to Dinner



Some ammonites grew  
as large as 2 meters. 

29

For thousands of years, people  
have found ammonite fossils.

Egyptian god Ammon Ammonite Fossil
They are named after 

the Egyptian god,  
Ammon.  See his horns. 

Dinos to Dinner



Two hundred years ago, in rocky 
cliffs near the sea in southern 

England,  this lady was one  
of	the	first	to	find	pliosaur	 

and ichthyosaur fossils. 

30

Mary Anning

Dinos to Dinner
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Wow!  Terry, the  
flying	Pterosaur	appears.	

Terry makes noisy screechy sounds. 

`Poof`

`screech`

Dinos to Dinner



Jax asks, “If dinos lived long ago, 
how do we know their names?”

	Funky	replies,	“Well,	we	don’t.”	

32Dinos to Dinner
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The name, Pterosaur comes from two Greek 
words, pteron (wing) and saurus (lizard). 

“We have to give  
them new names.”

 Pterosaur
means

“wing lizard”.

Dinos to Dinner
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Pterosaurs	ate	fish,	 
lizards and big insects. 

Some pterosaurs are called pterodactyls. 
Pterodactyl	means	“	wing	with	flying	fingers”.	

Dinos to Dinner
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GROWL

All this talk about dino dinners,  
reminds Jax that he is hungry too!

Jax said, “Thank you   
Funky for a very fun day!”

“Can we please go home now?”

Dinos to Dinner
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She	gives	the	magic	selfie	pictures	to	 
Jax.  With a poof, Funky disappears.

With	a	wand	wave	and	flash,	they	are	
back home.  Funky smiles. 

Dinos to Dinner



Jax washes his hands.  
He sits at the table.   

Jax looks at the people food.

37 Dinos to Dinner
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Jax sees the magic  
selfies.		He	thinks	about	 

what dinos eat for dinner!  
Suddenly, Jax hears a song.  

Dinos to Dinner
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“Yo, Yo, You Know! 
We meet dinos that do plants eat. 

We also see dinos that munch meat. 
Like Us Rapping Raptors, clap. clap, clap. 

We see dinos that are fast and tall. 
We know that dinos are awesome all!” 

Dinos to Dinner
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Jax laughs, “Wow!  What a 
great day!  I sure am glad 
we have fossils that shows  

us about dinosaurs!”

Dinos to Dinner
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“Good thing that my toy  
dinos are not life size too!” 

“Dinos are more than just  
bones.  Dinos of many shapes  
and sizes once lived on earth! 

What if dinosaurs  
could come to dinner? 

Well! We will need a bigger table 
with different types of food too! 

Dinosaurs are very interesting!” 

Dinos to Dinner
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eBook

Dinos 
to Dinner!

What will it be like if dinosaurs  
come to dinner?  Funky Fairy helps  
us	find	out.		See	inside	for	the	 
exciting adventure of what dinos eat.

Project“Indē Ed” Project



Dinos to Dinner

What will it be like if dinosaurs  
come to dinner?  Funky Fairy helps  
us	find	out.		See	inside	for	the	 
exciting adventure of what dinos eat.

Project“Indē Ed” Project
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Shape Math
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Shape Math
See Life`s Lines

Maths are building blocks for Science.



Shape Mathiii

Math shapes are  
all around us!
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Shape Math1

"Hi, my name is Kai.
Our story starts with me 

in bad shape.  I do not  
understand shape math."



Shape Math 2

Dad helps, "The starting point  
is just that."   "Huh?"  I say.

Dad said, "We start with a point." 

Point



Shape Math3

"First, draw one point and then 
another.  Connect them together to 
make a line.  Look around.  What 
line examples do you see?" asks Dad.

I reply, "The pencil is a line.    
There are lines on school papers 
too."

LineLine



Shape Math

Here are more examples of lines & angles.

Angle

"Two lines meet at an angle.

Look at the sides of a pizza slice too."

angle

4



Shape Math

Dad said, "Next, draw three points.  
Join them with lines.  This shape  
with three sides is a triangle."

Triangle

 I say, "Some signs are triangles". 
"Good", said Dad.  "Many house  
tops are triangles too!"

5



Shape Math

Dad said, "Let`s draw four special  
dots.  We join them to make a square." 

I say, "Windows are square shape." 

Mom comes in bringing brownies and milk. 
"Brownies are square shaped too." she said. 
I say, "I didn`t know sweets could help  
me learn shape math too." 

Square

6

same
length



Shape Math

Diamond
"Turn a square to  
make a diamond shape.
Here are examples."

sign mirror

baseball diamond

7



Shape Math

 Dad said, "Kai, please draw this smartphone 
shape.  When two sides are longer, the  
shape is called a rectangle."
I say, "This door is a rectangle too!" 
Dad replies, "You are understanding, shape math."

Rectangle

8



Shape Math9

Dad said, "Before we draw more shapes,  
we need to see the simple point again. 
Let`s draw round shapes with this tool.  
Here, you try!"

"I draw circles on paper using a  
compass.  Round and round I go."

Circle



Shape Math 10

 I say, "Everyday, we see many  
circles like the sun and moon."

Dad said, "That is right!  Circles are  
useful to help us draw more shapes 
too.  Simply said,  I will show you  
how	to	make	a	five	sided	shape.	"



Shape Math11

"First, we draw a circle with a compass. Then, 
cut it into 5 equal pieces with a protractor. 
Next, connect the points to draw a shape 
with 5 sides.  It is called a pentagon."

5 Sides

72°

108°

compass

protractor

pentagon

72



Shape Math

Star

"We can use a pentagon to draw a star too."

12



Shape Math13

"We draw another circle.    
We cut it into 6 equal pieces.  
Next, we connect the points to draw a  
shape with 6 sides.  It is called a hexagon."

6 Sides

60

60°

120°



Shape Math

"Bee honeycombs are hexagons."

14

I reply, "Stop signs have six sides too."



Shape Math15

Dad said, "Shape math helps us measure 
sizes too.  It tell us how big things are."

I say, "I learn how to use rulers in schools."

Size



Shape Math 16

Rules

Dad said, "There is another important word,  
that sounds like ruler.  It is the word, RULE  
or function. We use the size data with  
shape math rules to describe shapes." 
I say, "HUH?"



Shape Math17

Area
Dad said, "There are Rules for Area.   
Area is how much surface a shape has.

For Squares and Rectangles,  
Area  is side times side.  That is,  
Area = Length X Width

Here are more Area Rules."



Shape Math 18

"We	use	Area	to	find	out	things	like	...

How much paint  
we need for a wall?"

How	many	tiles	for	a	floor?

How much carpet for a room? 



Shape Math19

"Flat shapes have 2-Dimensions called 2-D.  
For example, Squares have length and width. 
The world we live in, has another dimension."

2-D

diamond



Shape Math 20

3-D

"Real world shapes have 3-Dimensions 
called 3-D.  3-D shapes have length,  
width and height (tall)."



Shape Math21

Dad smiles and then points to the  
computer screen.  "A 2-D Triangle 
becomes a 3-D pyramid like in Egypt."

Pyramid



Shape Math 22

I say, "I know what comes next.  A  
Square becomes a cube like this ice cube." 

"Excellent!  Think of building  
blocks and boxes too," replies Dad.

Cube



Shape Math23

Dad said, "We see 3-D Rectangles  
with cartons, tissue boxes and trucks." 

Rectangular



Shape Math 24

3-D Circles are called spheres.
Buttons, balls and globes are spheres.

Sphere



Shape Math25

Cylinder

Dad said, "Shapes can be combined.   
Cylinders are circles and rectangles.   
Cans, cups and candles are cylinders."
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"A Prism is a 3-D combo of  
a triangle and a rectangle.  
A prism splits white light  
into a rainbow of colors."

Prism

Shape Math
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Real World Shapes

Dad recaps, "Shape math is important 
because our world is full of shapes.  We 
learn math to make sense of 
all the shapes around us.  Look for lines, 
trianges, squares, diamonds  
and rectangles in this picture."

Shape Math
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I reply,  "Hey!  These  
shapes show their sizes too."

2 Liters

1 Liter1 Liter

1/2 Kilogram

1/3 Kilogram

Shape Math
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Shape Game
The next time we are in the car together,  
we play the "shape Game.  We all  
take turns saying the shapes we see!"

Shape Math
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Space Shapes

 Dad said, “There is shape math in  
Space too!  The sun, planets and Moon  
are Spheres.  Our Earth moves around  
the sun in a squish circle shaped orbit  
called an oval.  More than just outer  
space, there is a secret about Math.”

I ask, “What is it?”

oval

Shape Math
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Cyber Shapes

Dad said. “Shape math is inside computers too. 
This includes your video games also!  In game, 
cyber	worlds	are	defined	by	shape	math.”	
I reply, “Wow!”

Shape Math
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Dad said,  ”In Video Games, people and  
objects move because of shape math!”

Shape Math
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“Before we can score, game objects interact 
with each other because of shape math.”
I say, “So there are points and lines  
behind how I score points.  Excellent!”

Shape Math
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I now know shape math!  Tomorrow,  
I have a math test.  I am a little nervous." 

Te
st
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"Hooray!  I get an `A`!"

Shape Math
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"To close, shape math is awesome!
Points make lines.  Lines become shapes.
Shapes are all around us.  Wow!  With 
shape math, I better understand 
the Real and Cyber Worlds!
I am in good shape with Shape Math." 

Shape Math



eBook

Math Shapes
This book teaches us why shape math is 
important!  We learn that points, lines 
and shapes are not scary. We see shapes 
everywhere  We also see that shapes are 
in computers and smartphones too.  See 
inside for more main points and how they 
connect in useful ways!

37 Shape Math
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Credits

Jim Wilde illustrated the following:
Front Cover, i, 1-3, 5,6,8-10, 14-16, 
21-22(ice cube), 29,30,31(Kai and Dad), 
34-36.

Other pictures are in the Public Domain.

Look for shapes everywhere!

Shape Math
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Math
- Alford Book Triple

Money 
Math

Numbers Count

Math Shapes

2

www.alfordbooks.com

Alford Books
4

With this book, I learn the basics of counting numbers  
and beginning math.  Numbers tell me how many and  
how much.  Numbers count 1 to 9.  Before I count to 10, 
a number for nothing is needed.  It is called zero or  
a not.   This is the story of numbers from not to nine. 
Once I learn numbers, what do I do with them?
Funky Fairy shows me in the second book, Money Math.   
I see how useful numbers are.   I add up bills before  
I buy things.  I take away or subtract when I pay.  
Like, how I use ABC`s to make words, I use numbers to 
do math.  This is important because money moves with 
math. 

39 Shape Math



This book teaches us why shape math is important!  
We learn that points, lines and shapes are not scary. 
We see shapes everywhere  We also see that shapes 
are in computers and smartphones too.  See inside for 
more main points and how they connect in useful ways!

Back Cover 

40Shape Math
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Life`s first lesson 
is learning to take 
care of one’s self.

Open Doors
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Two birds, named 
Pai and Yu live  
in a big cage.  

Open Doors
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The birds are given food  
and water. The cage is  
cleaned for them too. 

Open Doors
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The birds don’t have to do 
anything for themselves.
But the birds are not free.

Open Doors
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One day, the house owner  
accidentally forgets to 
close the cage door.  The 
birds cheer as they walk  
in and out of their cage. 

Open Doors
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Next, they fly freely  
around the house. Pai said  
to Yu, "It is nice to be able 
to fly when we want to."

Open Doors
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After flying for awhile,  
the birds are thirsty. 
They see water sprinklers 
outside the house. 

Open Doors
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The birds walk 
through the doggy door.  

Open Doors
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They struggle to get a 
drink. They get all wet. 

Open Doors
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Yu complains, "It is easier  
to get a drink in the cage."  

Open Doors
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Pai replies, "Yes, it is 
harder to get a drink 
outside the cage but  
the water is fresher". 

Open Doors
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The birds fly where  
they want to.  They  
explore the wide outdoors.

Open Doors
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After flying around  
for awhile, the  
birds are hungry. 

Open Doors
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Pai looks around for 
some thing to eat.  

Open Doors
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Yu complains again, 
"I want some food". 

Open Doors
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Pai sees a worm  
wiggling in the grass.

Open Doors
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Pai pulls up as the worm 
pushes down. The hard 
work makes Pai sweat.

Open Doors
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Yu shakes its head and  
watches the struggle. 
Lax Yu replies, "Getting food 
for yourself is too much work". 

Open Doors
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Yu flies back  
to the cage and  
closes the door.

Open Doors
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Pai tries and tries  
and finally catches  
its own food. Delicious!  

Open Doors
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Pai looks back at the 
cage through the window.

Open Doors



Pai flies forward and 
reflects. "Life’s first 
lesson is to learn  
to look after myself".

21 Open Doors
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Open Doors
-Cage Flight 

The caged birds are well cared for.   
One day, by accident the cage door is  
left open.  Now they must chose - easy  
life inside the cage or work outside.  This 
book	teaches	us	about	self	sufficiency.

22Open Doors



Practice
 - Alford Book Combo

Turtle Jumps

Monkey Star

23

eBook

With this book,  a Turtle Jumps and a Monkey  
Plays to teach me to keep trying too.  Many  
tell TJ the Turtle that he can not jump.   
He wants to Jump.   Inside is TJ`s story.
Next,  Mo the Monkey wants to play the guitar.   
At	first,	he	can	not	play.		He	learns	that	lots	of	 
practice is important.  I learn this too.  This is the 
story of sticking with practicing until I get my goal.
I learn, where I practice is where I have success! 

www.alfordbooks.com

Alford Books

Open Doors



The caged birds are well cared for.   
One day, by accident the cage door is  
left open.  Now they must chose - easy  
life inside the cage or work outside.  This 
book	teaches	us	about	self	sufficiency.

24

Open Doors 
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Give and the world grows 
to be a better place. 

Plants Give
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We see how  
much plants give.

We learn to give too.  

Plants Give
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We are plants.
We have scents but  
we can't smell them.

1 Plants Give
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We have pretty colors 
but we can't see them. 

Plants Give
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We make food that 
we can't eat. 

Why do we do this?

Plants Give



4

Well,	first	let	me	explain	 
a bit about plants.  Plants  
have leaves, stems and roots.

leaves

 s
te

m
s 

roots
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Leaves catch sunshine.  The  
sun gives us plants power. This  
is like how toys need batteries.

Plants Give
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Roots "drink"  
water and vitamins.

Plants Give
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Stems are like straws. They 
move the water and vitamins 
to the plant parts that  
make	leaves	and	flowers.	

Plants Give
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Many	flowers	like	 
roses smell very nice. 
Lilacs smell so nice, their 
scent is used by people  
to make perfume.

Plants Give



NASA 
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Sometimes, the earth can be  
a stinky place. We plants just 
want to help make the air smell 
better.  Insects also use our 
scents	to	find	us	plants.

Plants Give
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The earth, will be boring 
if everything is the same 
color.  We plants make  
colorful	flowers.		We	 
give them to people.    
People give them to each 
other too.  Color also helps 
insects	find	us	plants.

Plants Give
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Flowers are also good for bees. 
Bees	get	pollen	from	flowers.	
Bees use it to make honey. 
The bees help us plants too. 
Bees pollinate us plants. 
Pollinate means to help the  
plant get ready to make fruit.

Plants Give
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Some	flowers	have	sweet	 
nectar.  Flower nectar is food  
to some insects and birds.   
While drinking nectar, they  
help pollinate us plants too. 

Plants Give
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Flowers come in 
rainbows of colors. 

Plants Give
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After	the	flower	is	 
pollinated, the color  
fades.   Next, fruit  
begins to grow.

Plants Give
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We plants, powered by sunlight, 
change water and minerals into 
fruit.   It takes months for the  
fruit to grow.  One day, the fruit 
is ripe and ready to be picked. 

leaves sun

water

minerals

fruit
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We freely give our fruit  
to those who are hungry. 

Plants Give
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Plants also make veggies. 

vegetables

Plants Give
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Veggie plants work very  
similar to fruit plants.

leaves

 s
te

m
s 

roots

veggie
sun
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Both fruit and veggie  
plants make seeds. 
What do seeds do? 

Plants Give
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Inside the seed is a secret 
code called DNA.  DNA 
helps the seed grow into a 
new plant.  When animals  
or people eat our fruit,  
they scatter our seeds too. 
This helps us plants grow  
in more places.

Plants Give
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Now to close on plants.   
We have fragrant scents 
and	pretty	flowers	and	 
tasty fruits and veggies. 

Plants Give
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We make that which we can't  
use ourselves.  We give it all  
away so that the world will  
be a better place to live.    
We help the world smell  
nicer and share colors too.   
We help those who are   
hungry become full.  

Plants Give
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Even though people don't 
have	fragrances,	flowers	 
or fruits,  people give  
back by sharing with  
and helping others. 

Plants Give



VIDEO
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Plants  
Give

eBook

Plants	give	us	pretty	flowers	that	 
look and smell nice.  Plants also give  
us food.  This book helps us learn  
about how plants give.  It also teaches 
us that we can be giving as well. 

Plants Give25
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Plants	give	us	pretty	flowers	that	look	
and smell nice.  Plants also give us 
food.  This book helps us learn about 
how plants give.  It also teaches us 
that we can be giving as well.

Plants Give

Back Cover 
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Dare to  
think differently.  

Our world 
constantly changes.  

Those adept  
to adapt, thrive.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Hi, my name is Sal. 
 
I	am	a	salmon	fish.

At	first,	I	am	a	tiny	 
egg, in a small fresh  
water stream, way  
up in the mountains.

1 Swim Up, Waterfall
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I hatch! 

I wiggle my tail 
back and forth.  

I swim.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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All	of	us	baby	fish	are	 
told to remember this  
spot where we are born.

 I ask why?

 “Because you will need to 
come back when it is time  
to have your own family.”

 “It is the way it has always 
been.  You must come back 
here to this exact spot!”
 I think to myself.  

Why?  Why?  Why?

Swim Up, Waterfall
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As I swim, I eat.  

As I eat, 

I get bigger.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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The	water	flows.
  
It pushes me  
down the stream.

The little stream 
becomes a big river.
I surf down water falls.

The	wide	river	flows	 
to the salty, salty sea.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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The sea is huge!  

There is so much to 
see and do in the sea.

There are plants and 
animals of every color 
and shape...  

I swim.  I explore this 
very exciting place.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Suddenly, I remember, 
I have forgotten …
Where is the stream 
where I was born?

I	am	a	fish	
who gets lost easily.  
I am smart.  
I do well at school.  
But, I also am not very 
good with directions.  
The	other	fish	laugh	at	me	
when often I lose my way.

For years, I live  
in the deep blue sea.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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One day, my body starts to change.

It will soon be time for me 
to lay my own eggs.
Uh	Oh!		I	don’t	know	where	my	
stream is?
At	first,	I	worry.		I	think	about	it	
and then I know …
I need to lay my eggs in fresh 
water	but	it	doesn’t	really	matter	
which stream.
There	are	lots	and	lots	of	fish	like	
me leaving the sea to search for a 
stream.		I	follow	them	at	first.
Swimming up stream is hard work.  
The current tries to push you back.  
We have to beware because bears 
try to eat us.  We have to swim 
hard and jump up waterfalls too. 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We swim a long, long way.
To a place where there are 
loads	of	fish	but	no	one	is	
moving?  I wonder why?

I nicely push my way to  
the	front	of	the	fish	 
traffic	jam.		Why	aren’t	 
you moving up stream?

“We must go up this way  
but every time we try  
we get pushed back.”

Swim Up, Waterfall
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I say, “Well, that  
is because someone  
built a wall across  
this part of the river.”
Others say, “It  
doesn’t	matter	we	 
must go this way!”

Swim Up, Waterfall
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I say,  “There is no way around this 
wall.  I point,  but look over there.  
That	stream	is	freely	flowing.”

I ask, “Why don`t we swim up  
that waterfall over there?  
Friends, the way we are trying  
to go is blocked totally with  
a	stone	wall.		We	don’t	know	who	 
put it here or why.  But it blocks  
our way.  There is no way around it.  
We can not go this way any more.  

 Look over there.  It is a stream  
full of fresh water.  It is just right! 

Some say, “we can not go there!  It  
is different!  We must go this way!” 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We go the other way.  
Some	fish	come	with	me.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Some	fish	stay	and	 
get eaten by bears. 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We swim in the cool fresh  
water	and	find	a	perfect	 
place to lay our eggs.

Later, my eggs hatch.  I  
tell my kids the story of  
how salmon are born in fresh 
water and our journey to  
the salty sea and back again.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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There are lots of adventures in  
the sea and so many sights to see.

When it is time for you to have your 
own	family,	find	your	own	cool	stream.		

We are all free to choose  
our own path to fresh water.   
Be	flexible.		When	one	way	is	 
blocked,	find	another	way	forward.

Swim Up, Waterfall



Swim Up,
The Waterfall

eBook

Alford   Books

The	Salmon	fish	are	born	in	fresh	water 
 mountain streams.  They change to live in  
the salty sea.  When ready to have their  
own	families,	the	fish	want	to	return	to	the	
fresh water spot where they were born.
What	will	the	fish	do	when	their	path	is	 
blocked as they swim up, the fresh water  
falls?		This	story	teaches	us	to	be	flexible	as	 
our lives have many changes and challenges too.
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Hedgehogs  
Hug!

Harmony
-Alford Book Combo

Jungle Fire!

eBook

The	first	story	is	about	Hari.		She	is	a	hedgehog,	 
complete with quills.  She sees others hug.  She  
wonders	why	doesn’t	her	family	hug?		This	is	the	 
story of learning there are many ways to show love. 
The	second	story	is	Jungle	Fire.		A	fire	comes	to	 
the animals home. Now what do they do?  Some run 
away. Others learn to work together with harmony.  
Love is harmony within our homes.  Harmony is also 
working together as a society.  

www.alfordbooks.com
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The	Salmon	fish	are	born	in	fresh	water 
 mountain streams.  They change to live in  
the salty sea.  When ready to have their  
own	families,	the	fish	want	to	return	to	the	
fresh water spot where they were born.
What	will	the	fish	do	when	their	path	is	 
blocked as they swim up, the fresh water  
falls?		This	story	teaches	us	to	be	flexible	as	 
our lives have many changes and challenges too.
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Amazing changes  
happen in our world!  

In this tale, Tad changes 
from a swimming tadpole 

into a hopping frog.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad uses her tail to break 
out of the egg sack.

Tad`s Tale
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She looks around.  
The pond looks so big.

Tad`s Tale
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Quickly, Tad swims  
behind a plant.  She 
doesn't want to be eaten.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad eats plants and insects.  
Over time, she grows and grows.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad's tail is great for 
swimming.  She likes to 
swim around the pond.

Tad`s Tale



Tad goes to eat her favorite 
plant.  Suddenly, a water bug 
pushes her out of the way.  
The water bug eats up  
the yummy plant.
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Tad's tummy rumbles.  She 
looks outside the pond.  She 
sees the land and air above  
and	lots	of	food.	Tad	finds	 
another plant to eat. 
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Over time, the pond seems smaller.  
Tad	feels	different.		She	finds	it	
harder to swim. One day, as Tad 
swims around the pond, she sees 
something.  Tad sees her tail is 
getting smaller.   Tad asks her dad, 
"What is happening to my shape?"

Dad teaches that the pond is the 
same size. It is Tad, who is growing. 

Tad`s Tale
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Tad said, "I dont want to change." 
Dad replies, "I was once the same 
size as you.  Life changes and we 
adapt.  It is part of growing up. "

Tad	thinks	about	Dad’s	words.	

Tad`s Tale
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Later,	Tad	sees	her	reflection	 
again.  She is surprised.  She yells!  

"No	wonder	I	can’t	swim	well	 
any more.  I am losing my tail.   
Where did these legs come from?"

Tad`s Tale
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Tad swims to Mom.  Tad asks,  
"What is happening to me, Mum?"
Mom replies, "You are growing  
up my dear. 
You are changing from a young  
tadpole into an adult frog."   
Mum helps Tad understand  
what will happen next.

Tad`s Tale
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Over time, Tad's tail disappears.  
New shapes and sizes grow.  She 
gets hands, arms and long back 
legs.  Her face changes shape 
too.  Tad has a hard time  
swimming.  She often  
bumps into things.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad pokes her new nose out 
of the water.  She realizes 
she can breathe out of the 
water.  She now has lungs.

Tad`s Tale
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She walks slowly out of the water. 
Her legs are wobbly.  She sees  
another frog jump.  With practice,  
she jumps too.   Soon, Tad hops  
and hops all over the land.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad returns to the water often. 
 
Even though she lives on land,  
she has to keep her skin wet.  Tad 
learns how to swim faster and farther 
then she could when she was young.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad uses her long tongue to  
catch bugs.  "I like the food here  
better than in the water," said Tad.  
"The water bug can`t push me  
out of the way to get this food."

Tad`s Tale
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Tad likes being a frog. 

She	likes	to	hop	and	briefly	fly	 
and then glide back to land.  She  
also likes to swim in the water. 

Tad swims better as a frog  
than she could as a tadpole. 

Tad`s Tale
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She thinks about her big change 
adventure.  She was once just an  
egg.  She hatched,  She ate and  
grew a long tail.  She changed  
from a tadpole into frog.

Tad`s Tale
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One day, it is time for Tad to become  
a Mum.  Tad lays her eggs at the  
water's edge.  She hops back onto  
the land.  She looks back and forth  
between the water and the land.  

Tad`s Tale
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Tad thinks,  I once lived only in  
water.  Now, I adapt to live on land. 
I am glad for the big changes.   
My children will do the same too!

Tad`s Tale
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A	butterfly	friend	hears	what	Tad	is	saying.

I	know	what	you	mean	said	the	butterfly.		
I was once a caterpillar and walked with 
many legs.  Now I have wings and a long 
nose.		I	can	fly.		I	also	can	drink	sweet	 
nectar	from	flowers.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad agrees. 

As a child, I live only in a small  
pond.  Now, as an adult I can  
hop from place to place on land. 

Tad curiously sees some humans.
Tad`s Tale
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Tad looks at the babies, children  
and adults.  Tad notices that  
Humans grow up and change too.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad’s	eggs	hatch.		She	teaches	 
them about life and change. 

Today, we are alive.  Be  
happy with the size you are. 

Understand, that over time,  
changes happen.   We adapt  
and thrive!

Tad`s Tale



Tad's Tale
- Life Changes

eBook

At	first,	Tad	swims	in	a	small	pond.	 
One day, changes start to happen.  Tad  
finds	it	harder	to	swim.		Over	time,	She	
adapts to live on land.  We learn that 
changes happen to us as we grow up too. 

Alford   Books

VIDEO
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At	first,	Tad	swims	in	a	small	pond.	 
One day, changes start to happen.  Tad  
finds	it	harder	to	swim.		Over	time,	She	
adapts to live on land.  We learn that 
changes happen to us as we grow up too. 
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Choices 
like feathers 

impact 
where	we	fly.

Wing Ways
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Today, is the day!  After  
weeks	of	pre-flight	studies	 
and preparations, Fa excitedly 
shifts his feet side to side.

1

Fa nervously sits near the nest.

Wing Ways
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With a gentle jump, Fa glides from 
 his branch down to another branch.
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Dad	said,	"Good	first	glide	Fa,
but there is more to learn.   
Watch the wingless squirrel."
Fa sees the squirrel jump and glide.

Wing Ways
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Dad replies, "Watch this please."  
Dad	jumps.	He	flaps	and	flies	up.	He	
flies	left	and	right	then	side	to	side.		
Next,	Dad	flies	up	and	then	down.

Wing Ways
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Dad lands on a branch near Fa.
"Flying is more than gliding on 
the wind and gravity pulling you 
down.  It is about self control. 
You chose where you want to  
go.  Control your own feathers 
to get you there and back."

Wing Ways
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Flying is all about four  
forces and three turns. 

Wing Ways
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Dad grabs an apple in his beak.   
He lets go.  The apple falls to the 
ground.  "Gravity pulls everything 
down.  That is, a  big object pulls 
smaller ones towards it.  When we 
leave the branch, gravity pulls us 
down.  So, if gravity pulls us down,  
we need something to push us up."

a) Gravity

Wing Ways
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It	is	all	about	air	flow.		When	 
we	flap,	we	push	air	down,	this	
pushes us up and keeps in the air.

"First lets talk about  
our feathers and wings."

Wing Ways
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"See the curved shape of my  
wing.		Air	flows	faster	over	the	 
top and then pushes down.  This 
lifts us up. Here is another way  
to think about this.  There is  
more pressure in the air below.   
So, the air under pushes us up!"

b) Lift

Wing Ways
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"The big feathers at the  
end	of	our	wings	flap	and	 
push air back too.  This  
thrusts or moves us forward."

c) Thrust

Wing Ways
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"We birds have a special shape.   
It is called streamline.
See the bike rider on the road  
below. See the streamlined shape.  
This	makes	air	flow	smoothly	over	
the	rider.		Air	like	water,	flows.		
When we move through air,   
air pushes back a bit on us too.   
This is called drag."

d) Drag

Wing Ways
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"Our streamlined shape helps  
us	fly	easier	through	the	air."	

Wing Ways
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Dad reviews.
"Lift up, to overcome the pull  
down of gravity. Thrust forward 
to overcome that which wants  
to drag you back."

Wing Ways
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"Wow,"	said	Fa,	"We	fly	with	 
four forces."  Fa practices:  
Up, Down, Forward and Back.

Wing Ways
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Dad teaches,  "Remember, there is  
more	to	do	before	you	fly	by	yourself!"
Dad	smiles,		"Birds	came	first	before	 
airplanes.  To help understand control, 
let's	look	at	how	airplanes	fly!"

Flight Controls

Wing Ways
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Three	flaps	control	the	plane.
This moves the plane left or right.

1) Left or Right
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These move the plane up or down.

2) Up or Down
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These	flaps	in	the	wings	 
move the plane side to side. 

3) Side to Side

Wing Ways
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Similar	to	plane	flaps,	we	
move feathers in our tail 
and wings to control where  
we go.  It takes practices.

Wing Ways
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One more important point.
"How do we slow down and stop?"

Wing Ways
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"Changing the shape of our 
wings helps air slow us down.  
Remember air pushes back 
or drags on shapes moving 
through it.  When we slow 
down,  gravity then pulls  
us down to help us land."

Wing Ways
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Fa is amazed!
"Where I choose to  
move my feathers, 
results	in	where	I	fly!"

Same is true with us.  
The choices we choose,  
result in where we go.

24

Self Control

Wing Ways
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Choosing my choices is like learning to  
fly.		My	choices	control	the	directions	 
and destinations of where I go in my life.

eBook
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Choosing my choices is like learning to  
fly.		My	choices	control	the	directions	 
and destinations of where I go in my life.

Wing Ways

Back Cover 
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To Close

With	dinos,	birds,	fishes	and	frogs,	 
we learned:  
 1) about easy science;  
	 2)	to	be	self-sufficient	and	 
 3) to share with others! 

End 1



It is basic to being human;  
to take care of oneself and  
to share with one another.

Dinos 
to Dinner!

Open Doors
-Cage Flight 

Plants  
Give

Shape Math

Swim Up,
The Waterfall

Tad's Tale
- Life Changes

Wing Ways
-Self Control
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1) Dinos to Dinner

When dinos come to dinner, 
we learn how interesting 
dinosaur science is.

End 3
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2) Shape Math

When points connect,  
we learn that life is  
full of lines and shapes.



End 5

3) Open Doors

When Pai chooses the open door,  
we learn to take care of ourselves.



End6

4) Plants Give

When plants freely give their 
fruits and flowers, we learn  
to share with others too.



End 7

5) Swim Up, the Waterfall

When fish swim up the  
waterfall, we learn to be 
flexible and fix problems. 



End8

6) Tad`s Tale

When Tad changes from a  
tadpole into a frog, we learn  
to adapt to life`s changes too. 



End 9

7) Wing Ways

When Fa controls his wings  
to fly, we learn to choose  
wise choices too. 



More FREE Alford Stories

scI-Q!  FREE Videos on YouTube

FreEnglish!  FREE Videos on YouTube

Alford Google Play
Author Page

 FREE eBooks on Google Play 
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VIDEO eBook

Science
-Food & Forces

Ages 8 and up
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Project

“Indē Ed”
Project
Catalog

Douglas J. Alford

“Indē Ed” Project
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VIDEO

Fun, Life Skills for  
early learners with  
Alford Stories. 

End 13



eBook

Fun
Fables
with Alford

Wow! Welcome to FUN FABLES with Alford!  
Where Turtles Jump, Hedgehogs Hug  
and Robins Try.  With these high energy  
and exciting stories, we learn; to share; to  
care and to be fair with ourselves & others. 

End14



With this book, dinos come to  
dinner.  They teach us about  
easy science.  Birds with open 
doors	and	flying	wings	teach	 
me	about	self	sufficiency.		
Plants freely give away their 
fruits	and	flowers.		They	show	
us how we can share too.  


